
 

 

Dear Member Federations, 

Dear Presidents, 

Dear Friends, 

 

We are now a couple days before the 2017 CEB Congress in Belgrade and I would like to share my 
ideas about the future of our organization with you.  

Federations are the foundation of CEB. Some of them are combined, some others aren't. Some are 
strong and professionalized such as The Netherlands and Italy, some are intermediate and some are 
small. Europe is very large, it goes from the Ural Mountains all the way to Portugal. We have to work 
for everyone.  

When I have taken over as President of the Czech Baseball Association the organization was small. It 
now is of the biggest of Europe. I know the problems of small Federations, I know that every 
Federation needs something different to grow.  

From my perspective communication is critical. Nothing works well without constant communication 
inside CEB and with all Federations. This is an issue CEB wasn't good with in recent years. I believe in 
immediate improvement. We need to strengthen our communication and make the most of the 
office in Zagreb.  

Competition is a keystone of the CEB. Events must be attractive and well organized. We shouldn't be 
afraid of challenges and I think more games should be played on home soil. For the last ten years 
Italy and Spain haven't played any domestic game (at senior level). In some other countries they have 
never seen their National Team play yet. I wish this could change. I personally have a lot of 
experience in the organization of events as Czech Republic hosted many European Competitions. I 
know what I'm talking about.   

WBSC is our International Federation. WBSC has done a great job getting baseball and softball 
together, then getting our sports back to the Olympic Programme. We have to support WBSC. 
Thanks to Riccardo Fraccari WBSC is leaded by an European President, I think it is an opportunity for 
European Baseball. We must embrace WBSC policy and be ready to help.  

We are back to the Olympics for Tokyo 2020. We are, again, an Olympic sport and we have potential 
to make our sport stronger among other sports in our countries. However, we have to do it right 
now. Baseball will not be just a regular Olympic sport in Tokyo, it will be one of the top sports event 
of the 2020 Olympic Games. We need to make the most of it. Every country should have a chance to 
qualify to the Olympics and thus receive financial support from its NOC.  

 




